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Abstract 

Post colonial literature is the literature by people from formerly colonized countries. It addresses the problems and 

consequences of the decolonization of a country. It deals with the themes of racism, colonialism, suppression, 

identity crisis etc. Postcolonial literature presents the socio- cultural identities and responses of a nation or a group 

of people in relation to Postcolonial relationships. R. K. Narayan, one of the most acclaimed novelists in India, can 

be regarded as an examiner of human passions and motives. He is considered as a great critic of human conduct. 

Unlike other writers, he portrays both the light and dark shades of without taking sides. He presents the human 

world as it really is. The confrontation between tradition and modernity is dominant in his novels. The Guide, his 

masterpiece, comes under the genre, philosophical novel. It was published in 1958. The novel bagged the Sahitya 

Akademi Award in 1960. The novel focuses on the life of Raju, who is nicknamed as „Railway Raju‟. His 

transformation from a corrupt tour guide to a spiritual person is depicted in the novel. The novel was adapted into a 

film (1965) and a play (1968). This paper attempts to study the impact of tradition and modernity on the characters 

in The Guide. The role played by the binary opposites in transforming the characters mainly Raju, Rosie and Marco 

is discussed in detail. The main aim of the author behind the attempt of portraying the conflict between the two is 

also discussed.   
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The Guide was written when R K Narayan lived in the United States. It depicts the overtaking of 

modernization in the southern part of India during the budding of twentieth century. The setting of the 

novel is Malgudi, the fictional town in South India. The protagonist come narrator, Raju transforms from 

a tour guide to a spiritual guide and thereby one of the reputed holy saints in India. Raju, the popular 
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tourist guide in Malgudi falls in love with Rosie, a beautiful dancer and the wife of an Archeologist. Her 

husband, Marco hates Rosie‟s interest in dancing. But she gets attracted by Raju‟s character. His support 

for her to achieve her dreams gives her courage and happiness. She begins her career as a dancer. They 

start a new life together. Raju‟s mother disapproves their relationship and leaves them. Raju soon steps 

into the shoes of Rosie‟s stage manager. As result of Raju‟s marketing tactics, Rosie‟s immediately 

becomes a popular and successful dancer. But gradually Raju‟s nature changes as he gets focused more 

on making money. He gains control over her life. But everything changes when Raju involves in a case of 

forgery and is sentenced for a two year imprisonment. After two years, Raju comes to the village. The 

people mistakenly consider him as a spiritual guide. But, he is not the old Raju. Now he stays in a 

dilapidated temple beside the village. When the village is swallowed by famine, Raju starts fasting for 

making it rain. Raju narrates his sinful past life to one of the villagers, Velan. His fasting gets maximum 

publicity which he never wishes. The media celebrates this. After several days of fasting, he proceeds to 

the riverbank one morning for fulfilling his daily ritual. His legs sag down as rain starts falling. The novel 

ends by leaving a fissure. The readers never get the answer to the questions, whether he dies or whether 

the drought ends. The film Guide, unlike the novel, resolves all the questions. The drought ends and Raju 

dies.  

The novel discusses the impact of industrialization. The introduction of railroad is an apt instance for that. 

The relationship between tradition and modernity depicted by the novel is complex as well as ambivalent. 

Sometimes these two are seem to be in conflict and sometimes in harmony. The message that the readers 

finally receive is that both have merits as well as defects. But the author gives emphasis to tradition and 

its value. The arrival of railroad brings various changes to Malgudi. It brings economic development to 

the village. Raju‟s father opens a new shop in the railway station and becomes rich. Raju‟s transformation 

from a shopkeeper to a tourist guide happens because of that. The people get more job opportunities. 

Rosie represents the modern approach towards gender and caste hierarchies. She is an educated woman. 

She marries outside her caste; first to Marco and later to Raju. Both Marco and Raju belong to higher 

caste. Her relation with Raju is not traditional. She does not marry Raju. Instead, they prefer to live 

together without getting married. Rosie can be considered as a new woman as she attains her own 

identity. She is trapped in the world of traditional beliefs and constraints. So the endless conflict between 

modern ideas and traditional customs is visible. The best instance that shows this conflict is the complex 

relationship between Rosie and Raju‟s mother. Raju‟s mother hates Rosie mainly because she belongs to 

lower caste. She gets shocked to witness Rosie standing on her doorstep one day. According their belief, 

women are not supposed to leave the immediate vicinity of their home. She tells Rosie, “Girls these 

days!”. According to her, “In our day we would‟nt go to the street corner without an escort.” (141). 

Western influence is seen in Rosie‟s attitude.  The third reason of hatred towards them is that Rosie and 
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Raju maintains an unmarried status. Rosie experiences identity crisis when Raju asks her to change her 

name to Nalini. This marks Raju‟s domination over Rosie. Marco knows Raju‟s character well.so he 

decides to trap Raju by sending a legal document which only Rosie can sign. He is well aware that Raju 

will definitely forge it. This leads to the ill fate of Raju.  

Rosie, towards the end of the novel completely becomes independent. She gains her own identity as a 

dancer. At different stages of his life, she endures torture and mental pain cause by both Marco and Raju. 

But ultimately, she wins. The remarkable thing is that it is through tradition, she achieves modern status. 

She is the practitioner of the temple dance, which is followed by generations of women in her family. She 

inherited it from her ancestors. But she faces hindrances that try to stop her from developing her career as 

a dancer. She successfully overcomes every obstacle and reaches her destination. So she chooses tradition 

as the medium in order to liberate herself from the shackles of traditional society. Her independent status 

is reflected through the traditional snake dance that she performs only on rare occasions. So, we can say 

that Rosie is a bridge that connects tradition and modernity. Rosie proves that both tradition and 

modernity posses merits and they complement each other. Raju‟s case is not the same as Rosie. Raju, at 

first, tries to embrace modernity and finally returns to the traditional. He initially condemns the customs 

of his family. His shift from being a shopkeeper to a tourist guide proves that fact. He rejects his mother‟s 

wish for him to marry his cousin. Afterwards, he uses the wealth that he makes from Rosie‟s job as 

dancer to enjoy the luxurious lifestyle of the modern world. For example, Raju and Rosie shift to a larger 

house and they travel everywhere by car or train. Raju‟s transformation into a saint shows his departure to 

the traditional. While Rosie‟s life story shows the merits of both modernity and traditional, Raju‟s story 

depicts the greatness of tradition over modernity.  

R K Narayan‟s attitude towards tradition and modernity in the novel is ambiguous. Sometimes, the 

relation attains total balance and sometimes, it becomes more and more complex. The novel concludes in 

a mysterious way. Raju says Velan that; “Velan, it‟s raining in the hills. I can feel it coming up under my 

feet, up my legs”( 196) , and sags down. The readers become puzzled because they never get a proper 

picture of what has happened to Raju. A cloud of mystery develops in the readers‟ minds. The author 

leaves numerous things open to interpretation.   

R. K. Narayan presents the typical South- Indian conservative society of the early twentieth century in a 

realistic manner. The intervention of Western culture brings several remarkable transformations in the 

settings of the society. But caste system, traditional jobs, marriage system etc continue to be traditional. 

Rosie breaks all these rules and shatters the conventions followed by the villagers. Even though Rosie‟s 

marriage life ends up as a failure, she transforms into an independent woman, whereas Raju goes back to 

his traditional life. Modernity gives him bitterness only. Marco studies ancient cave art and this suggests 
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his love towards the traditional aspects. But ultimately he becomes successful by publishing his own book 

on his research. His work praises the older culture. So, both possess merits as well as defects. But the 

power of tradition is highlighted towards the end of the novel. R. K. Narayan‟s effort is just to give light 

to the collision or clash between tradition and modernity.  

R. K. Narayan‟s post – colonialism in The Guide is presented not by rejecting Westernization or by 

celebrating the greatness of tradition or Eastern culture. He want the readers to be aware of the changes 

happen in the traditional society. Technological as well as industrial development, economic growth etc 

can be made possible only by the Western influence. But at the same time, the values and sacredness of 

tradition is to be preserved. That is the motto of this novel. Most of R. K. Narayan‟s novels reflect the 

East- West conflict.    
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